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Abstract. In a global multi-service and multi-provider market, the Internet
Service Providers will increasingly need to differentiate in the service quality
they offer and base their operation on new, consumer-centric business models.
In this paper, we propose an agent-based framework for the Business-toConsumer (B2C) electronic market, comprising the Consumer Agents, Broker
Agents and Content Agents, which enable Internet consumers to select a
content provider in an automated manner. We also discuss how to dynamically
allocate network resources to provide end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) for a
given consumer and content provider.
Keywords: agent-based B2C e-market; Quality of Service; Internet business
environment; provider selection

1 Introduction
Internet service providers (ISPs) and IP-based telecom network operators are turning
towards new business opportunities in a global multi-service and multi-provider
market. With consumers typically having several multi-purpose end-user devices, the
number and variety of personal, work, and home related services offered will also
grow. As “plain broadband” wired/wireless Internet access is likely to become a
commodity in the next 10 years or so [1], the ISPs will have to differentiate in the
service quality they offer, and base their operation on new, consumer-centric business
models. Such models involve a number of actors involved in service delivery, from
the user (consumer of the service) to the end service provider, where the selection of
the service provider is a non-trivial issue, considering an electronic market (e-market)
with a number of service providers offering the same or similar service. The challenge
is twofold: first, how to select “the best” service provider, given the user preferences
and semantic service descriptions; and second, once the selection is made, how to
dynamically allocate network resources on an end-to-end basis. The main contribution
of this paper focuses on the first issue by proposing a novel agent-based framework
for service provider selection. This process is based on service discovery which
considers not only the semantic matching, but also the price and reputation of the
service provider, in which it differs from other approaches found in literature. Section

2 gives the problem formulation, while Section 3 presents the model. We discuss the
second issue, end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Roles and Relationships in the Electronic Market
There are a number of actors present in the Internet business environment who need
to establish relationships in order to provide consumers with converged services. An
actor may take on a number of roles in a particular scenario, and furthermore a
number of actors can play the same role. The key roles and relationships, shown in
Fig. 1, include Consumer, Access Line Provider, Primary Service Provider (PSP),
Internet Service Provider (ISP), Content Provider (CP), and Transport Provider
(TP) [2].

Fig. 1. Roles and relationships of actors in the Internet business environment

The Consumer is a role which typically represents the human user. The Access
Line Provider is a role representing the owner of the access line. The ISP, in the most
general sense, is a business entity providing a user with service(s). To differentiate
between the responsibilities of an ISP which involve dealing with (e.g., multimedia)
content, and those related to managing the transport of the content over the network
infrastructure, we introduce the roles of CP and TP, respectively. The role of ISP as
CP will be relevant for the first problem addressed in this paper – the selection of the
service provider, while the role of TP will be relevant for the second issue – ensuring
the end-to-end QoS. From now, we will refer to CP and TP, instead of just “ISP”, to
disambiguate roles. The PSP is an ISP which provides to a consumer the service of
Internet access and consequently has a business relationship with that consumer. It

may be noted that a particular consumer can have multiple PSPs, but only one PSP
can be active at any one time. By adopting the “one-stop responsibility” concept [3],
the PSP is also perceived as being responsible for coordinating the QoS negotiation
and adaptation process, while further relying on the services of sub-providers in order
to secure an end-to-end service and quality level to the consumer. Fig. 1 also shows
the relationships between roles as Business-to-Customer (B2C) and Business-toBusiness (B2B).
Our proposed agent based framework addresses the many-to-many relationship
between Consumer and ISP in the B2C electronic market, as shown in Fig. 2. The
roles are modeled by using an agent paradigm [4], as follows: 1) the consumer
representation is represented by a Consumer Agent, 2) the content provisioning is
represented by a Content Agent, and 3) the brokering between Consumer Agents and
Content Agents is represented by a Broker Agent. The Broker Agent belonging to a
certain ISP offers not only its own content (acting as a CP), but also the content
offered (advertised) by other ISPs or CPs to which this ISP has established business
relationships, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The proposed agent framework for B2C electronic market

The issue of selecting a content provider has significant implications for all aspects
of service provisioning. In the multi-provider network, a consumer will typically have
a choice of a (possibly large) number of ISPs/CPs for a given content, as shown in
Fig. 2. He or she may also have personal preferences regarding service options,
device, and/or a particular wireline/wireless access network. We assume that the
Consumer Agent containing these preferences is formed at the time of signing a
contract with a PSP (e.g., fixed access via xDSL at home, and mobile access via
HSPA in a 3G mobile network), and it resides within the PSP. Given all that, it is the
task of the Broker Agent to discover the content and select the best match for the
particular content request that corresponds to the given consumer preferences. It is
also assumed that the scale of the problem is such that it cannot be solved by
exhaustively querying all possible CPs.

As a running example we use the following problem, illustrated in Fig. 3: the user
(Consumer) wants to view video-clips with Bayern goals from the latest Bundesliga
round on her dual 3G/WLAN mobile phone. Her current (active) PSP is ISP1. There
are several CPs offering and advertising their service of providing video clips of
European football matches (CPi, ISPj, ISPk) to ISP1. The ISP1 has a business and
technical relationship (SLA [3]) with ISPj, and ISPj has one with ISPk. After receiving
the Consumer request for content, the content from ISPk is selected as the best match
(the most eligible content). Then the QoS negotiation and adaptation takes place on
end-to-end basis for a given consumer, service, and ISPs involved in service delivery,
and having completed that, the service provisioning starts.

Fig. 3. Problem illustration by example

3 Selection of the content provider
The first step in the process of selecting the content provider is discovery. The
state-of-the art discovery mechanisms are based on matching the semantics of
resource (e.g., content) descriptions (i.e., semantic matchmaking) [5][6][7], rather
than keyword matching [8]. The semantic dimension of resources such as multimedia
content has been exploited in order to evaluate “interesting” inexact matches [9].

Most approaches suggested for semantic discovery use standard DL (Description
Logic) reasoning to automatically determine whether one resource description
matches the other. Our discovery mediator in the B2C e-market differs from previous
approaches in that it considers the actual performance of businesses which act as
ISPs/CPs (with respect to both price and reputation) in addition to semantic
matchmaking. The mechanism on which the mediator is based is the Semantic PayPer-Click Agent (SPPCA) auction, a novel auction mechanism based on Pay-PerClick (PPC) advertising auctions [8], but adapted for agent environment and enhanced
with a semantic dimension [10].

3.1 The architecture of electronic market for content trading
A description of the proposed agent-mediated B2C e-market architecture (Fig. 2)
follows along with a demonstration of how it operates.
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Fig. 5. The SPPCA auction

Semantic matchmaking of content descriptions. In the multi-agent system
implementing the proposed B2C e-market model, the Semantic Web technology [11]
is used to describe content. Namely, for describing content we use W3C’s OWL-S
(Web Ontology Language for Services), which is an OWL-based (Web Ontology
Language) (Fig. 6) technology for describing the properties and capabilities of Web
Services in an unambiguous, computer interpretable mark-up language.

Fig. 6. The OWL ontology fragment describing video clips of European football matches

Our
uses OWLS-MX [12], a hybrid semantic matching tool which combines
logic-based reasoning with approximate matching based on syntactic IR similarity
computations. As the notion of match rankings is very important, OWLS-MX enables
computation of the degree of similarity between compared service descriptions, i.e.,

the comparison is assigned a content correspondence factor (M). Namely, the OWLSdesired content
,
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,
There are six possible levels of matching [12]. The first level is a perfect match (also
called an EXACT match) which is assigned a factor M 5. Furthermore, we have
four possible inexact match levels which are as follows: a PLUG-IN match (M 4), a
SUBSUMES match (M 3), a SUBSUMES-BY match (M 2) and a NEARESTNEIGHBOUR match (M 1). If two content descriptions do not match according to
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Fig. 7. An example of the discovery process
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4 Ensuring End-to-End QoS
Once the consumer, by using the mechanism described in the previous section,
selected the CP, the end-to-end QoS needs to be negotiated with her PSP. For
ensuring end-to-end QoS, support in the network is needed to negotiate and adapt
QoS to match the consumer preferences, service profile, and network capabilities; and
thus create a basis for service and price differentiation [14]. A general QoS
negotiation scenario involves four steps: 1) a host initiating a service on another host;
2) the addressed host providing a service offer/answer; 3) the initiating host
responding to the offer/answer; and 4) service delivery. We assume that all ISPs are
QoS-aware, i.e., that they control and administer the necessary infrastructure for
providing QoS-based services, regardless of which lower layers mechanisms are used.
The selection of QoS provisioning mechanisms in the access and core network is
performed in the TPs. Depending on the type of the network, this may involve various
service control entities that handle QoS signaling, QoS policy control, and interaction
with underlying network QoS mechanisms, as well as typical "support functions" (if
and when needed), such as consumer authorization, authentication, accounting,
auditing, and charging. During the process of QoS (re)negotiation, signaling flows
typically traverse a number of functional network entities along the end-to-end path
between communication endpoints, as shown in Fig. 8 [15]. It should be noted that the
signaling (control) and data flows are separated, and that the resource managers in the
data plane are "vertically" controlled by session control functions, which interface
with the end-points and the internal databases related to consumers and services.
In an actual network architecture, functional entities may be mapped to one or
more network nodes. The end points are shown as hosts (Host A, Host B) or
application servers (Content Server, 3rd party Content/Application Servers). The
additional functionality which must be implemented in the host may include, for
example: a GUI for consumer preferences management, capability to negotiate
session QoS (e.g., SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) interface), resource management
capability (e.g., DiffServ), and mobility (e.g., Mobile IP’s Mobile Host entity).
Having in mind the CP selection procedure described in the previous section, we
assume that a Consumer A, attached to the NGN by using Host A, has selected a PSP
here shown as PSP Domain (Consumer A), to perform service control functions and
offer access to 3rd party applications and services.
This service provider is then responsible for AAA functions (consumer
authentication, authorization, and accounting), service provisioning, and maintaining
a database for storing consumer-related data. It further interacts with an underlying
network provider, for example, a 3G mobile network provider, which provides media
connectivity functions. In a real life scenario, a single operator may take on multiple
roles, including that of both a service and a network provider.

Fig. 8. End-to-End QoS provisioning

While the initial service matching and resource mapping may be based on QoS
classes and SLA, more advanced mechanisms are needed to take into account
dynamic changes in service profile (e.g., consumer willingness to pay for the service),
network capabilities (e.g., due to handover), and service parameters (e.g., types of
media streams comprising the service). Although the architecture proposed here is
generic, in our previous work we considered a converged IP-based network based on
3GPP IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [16]. In a pure-IP approach, SIP can be
applied for session signaling, Diameter for policy control and AAA, and any QoS
enabling mechanism may be applied at the network layer, including those for IP QoS
interconnection [14][17][18].

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an agent-based framework for the B2C e-market where
interactions between Consumer Agents, Broker Agents and Content Agents enable
Internet consumers to select the most eligible content provider in an automated
manner. The main benefit of the proposed approach is that in a situation with many
ISPs/CPs offering the same or similar content, the user could not search for the
content manually, nor exhaustively, nor could the best match be found based solely on
semantic descriptions. Finally, we have discussed how end-to-end QoS could be
negotiated once the content provider is selected.
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